Abstract. Translation ambiguity, out of vocabulary words and missing some translations in bilingual dictionaries make dictionary-based Crosslanguage Information Retrieval (CLIR) a challenging task. Moreover, in agglutinative languages which do not have reliable stemmers, missing various lexical formations in bilingual dictionaries degrades CLIR performance. This paper aims to introduce a probabilistic translation model to solve the ambiguity problem, and also to provide most likely formations of a dictionary candidate. We propose Minimum Edit Support Candidates (MESC) method that exploits a monolingual corpus and a bilingual dictionary to translate users' native language queries to documents' language. Our experiments show that the proposed method outperforms state-of-the-art dictionary-based English-Persian CLIR. 
Introduction
Languages are shared progressively in the World Wide Web. As a result, there is relatively remarkable research on Cross-language Information Retrieval (CLIR) to extract the information in such a large multilingual data. CLIR tasks mostly focus on retrieving documents in a language different from users' native language and presenting the documents in a ranked list based on their relevance to users' queries. Retrieving documents in this way can be done by employing the following approaches. 1-Translating queries to the target language, 2-Translating documents to the source language, or 3-Mapping documents and queries to a third language [11, 19, 17, 14, 7, 23] . Since document translation is a time consuming and costly task, query translation is preferred. Query translation can be done by one of the following methods: 1-Using bilingual corpora and extracting a probabilistic dictionary, 2-Translation by using a Machine Translators (MT), or 1 
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3-Exploiting the bilingual machine readable dictionaries. Independence assumption of query terms in retrieval methods, difficulty of creating reliable MTs, and scarcity of the aligned corpora in many language pairs, make dictionary-based translation an available and straightforward solution in CLIR tasks. Dictionaries provide a list of translations for each query term. According to [7] , ambiguity in translation and swamping effect 2 are the most important challenges of dictionary-based methods. This paper aims to introduce Minimum Edit Support Candidates (MESC) method, a probabilistic model to overcome these challenges specifically in morphologically rich languages. In morphologically rich languages, candidates have different formations according to their parts of speech while dictionaries cannot provide all of these translations. Indeed, adding most similar words to dictionary candidates and employing a probabilistic candidate selection model, could substantially improve the CLIR task. Indeed, the proposed MESC exploits a monolingual corpora to extract different formations of the dictionary candidates. Furthermore the proposed algorithm considers other query terms to generate most probable formations. In final step, MESC builds its translation model based on candidates' bigram probabilities. Additionally it uses a simple rule-based transliterator to overcome the Out Of Vocabulary (OOV) problem. Persian is an example of highly inflected languages and there is not an effective stemmer in Persian. Experiments are specifically centered on English-Persian CLIR task. Queries are in English and documents' language is Persian. We use INQUERY retrieval system [19] , rank-based methods and monolingual runs as our baselines. Experimental results show that MESC outperform the previous dictionary-based CLIR approaches. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews previous works on dictionary-based CLIR. In Section 3 we explain the MESC algorithm in details. Comparing MESC with the Pirkola's structured query system and other rankbased methods is discussed in Section 4. We bring future works and conclude the paper in Section 5.
Previous Works
Bilingual dictionaries are truthful resources for compound word detection [5] and query expansion [4] . Ambiguity resolution is also done by Maximum Coherence Model (MCM) [15] or graph-based models [24] . MCM concerns with translation consistency within context. Mutual Information (MI) between dictionary translations be used as a measure of similarity in MCM. Phrase translation, specifically in morphologically rich languages is a main difference between MCM and MESC. As a similar analysis, graph-based models focus on correlations between translations. Authority score and hub score are translation scores in the graph-based approach. Azarbonyad et al. employ ranks of candidates to query translation [2, 3] . Top N candidates after parameter tuning are selected as final translations. Swamping effect is the most important side effect of the rank-based methods. On the other hand Hashemi et al. utilize a bilingual dictionary and a comparable corpus to build their Term Association Network (TAN) [8] . Translations and relevant terms are extracted after creating TAN. Subject dependency of the exploited bilingual corpora is the main drawback of TAN. Nic et al. compute degree of ambiguity for each candidate and eliminate ambiguous translations [7] . Tuning the ambiguity threshold is aim of the Nic et al.'s approach. Since ambiguity is a context dependent problem and Nic et al.' approach is a dictionary characteristic-based solution, the degree of ambiguity is not an effective solution. Sense disambiguation upon context terms proposed by Kishida [12] . Despite Kishida's attempts to disambiguate between multiple translations, he uses a sentence aligned corpora. Pirkola introduces INQUERY, a probabilistic retrieval system [19, 20] and Oard [18] presents an overlapping character bigram-based approach, which is suitable for Chinese character re-segmentation problem. Regardless of these methods' aims to solve the ambiguity problem, crucial equivalent problem [7] , and phrase translation problem, they lack accuracy: missing different formations of a candidate in a morphologically rich language, and missing powerful stemmers in such a language, make these methods fail to match accurate formations. Finding most similar formations in MESC is strongly related to error correction approaches specifically in previous Persian language studies [6, 16] .
3 Dictionary-based CLIR and MESC Previous dictionary-based CLIR studies employ bilingual dictionaries to translate queries to retrieve documents in a different language from queries' language. Dictionary-based algorithms suffer from ambiguity in candidate selection. Moreover, dictionaries cannot provide all formations of a candidate. For instance, in 'World Cup' query, we expect CLIR algorithm to generate 'jâm jhâni' as the correct translation. But 1:'jhân', 2:'giti', 3:'dniâ', and 4:'âlm' are only the provided translations in a bilingual English-Persian dictionary for 'World' and 1:'fnjân', 2:'jâm', and 3:'piâlh' for 'Cup'. Stemming problem in highly inflected languages as well as ambiguity problem make the previous dictionary-based CLIR methods to have degraded performances. This paper aims to overcome the mentioned challenges in CLIR task. The view presented in the proposed Minimum Edit Support Candidates (MESC) is to add similar terms based on their forms to dictionary candidate lists. Similar terms which have co-occurrences with candidates belonging to other query terms are only selected. For example 'jhâni' is not only similar to 'jhân' but also it is co-occurred with 'jâm', the second translation of 'Cup' in bilingual dictionaries. Minimum Edit Distance (MED) is an algorithm to find minimum number of steps transforming one string into another, in terms of insertion, deletion and substitution. There are also other versions of the algorithm, but the Levenshtein algorithm is a simple version that assumes the weights of all operations to be equal [13, 10] . We apply the Levenshtein algorithm to find similar terms to dictionary candidates.
Despite the support lists' attempts to solve the crucial equivalent selection problem, selecting most relevant translation, it has a drawback: Adding such derivational forms may cause selecting wrong translations due to generating irrelevant lexicons by MESC. Moreover it is important to decide which candidates in c i and s lev i is the best translation according to the context. In fact, ignoring noisy support candidates and solving the ambiguity problem are other challenges of MESC. We present some notations in Section 3.1. The OOV word problem is discussed in Section 3.2. Extracting the support candidates and details of MESC's translation model are presented in Section 3.3 and Section 3.4 respectively.
Notations
In our CLIR task, there is a set of documents in target language which is called 
., v n } is the vocabulary set in target language and A = [a x,y ] |V t |×|V t | indicates the adjacency matrix. a x,y equals to one if two terms co-occurred within a specified window w and equals to zero otherwise. Similar terms to the dictionary candidates are extracted from a monolingual corpus and make secondary lists or the support lists for the query terms. We have a support set S 
Out Of Vocabulary
Plural nouns, different formations of a verb, proper nouns, and phrases form main parts of dictionary-based CLIR challenges. Regardless of possibility of determining stems of plural query terms by applying simple algorithms, plural form of a candidate may be produced by MESC if its minimum edit distance from its singular form is equals to one or two. For an example, in query 'Iran Football Coaches', the MESC algorithm generates 'mrbiân futbâl irân' which 'mrbiân' is generated due to the reason of having two edit distances with its singular form 'mrbi'. Proper nouns are transliterated using a probabilistic rule-based transliterator. Replacing all consonant letters, generating all possible replacements of vowels and pushing all of them in query term's support candidate list is the first step in proper noun translation. Secondly, the MESC algorithm aims to select the most probable formation based on its bigram probability with other query terms. Existing a great number of phrases and multiple phrases within a query in topics of CLEF 2009 make CLIR a more challenging task in such topics.
Extracting Support Candidates
The forgoing discussions imply that support candidates are arbitrary options to be chosen as a translation of a query term. In order to extract these words, the adjacency matrix A is firstly filled with binary numbers indicating closeness of terms in a target language collection. Accordingly, for a dictionary candidate c i,j , the support candidate s lev i,j is some v ∈ V t that not only has one or two minimum edit distances from c i,j but also it has a non-zero co-occurrence value with at least a term in other query terms' candidates. In brief, support candidate list for the i-th query term is:
Minimum Edit Support Candidates Model
On balance, each query term has two lists of candidates and selecting the best candidate is aim of the current discussion. MESC defines two sets of probability lists: 
i | . The probability of a candidate after observing its query term can be shown as:
P (c i,j |c i ,j ; q As a simplification assumption, translation candidates are assumed independent from other source query terms (i.e. , P (c i ,j ; q i ) ≈ P (c i ,j )). Furthermore we can estimate P (c i,j |c i ,j ; q i ) using bigram probability of the candidates. In more detail we have:
Similarly:
If we define p 
As be stated, every dictionary candidate's probability depends on terms in the other query terms' candidate lists. But in this case the probability of a support candidate is obtained just by comparing with dictionary candidates to prevent adding noisy probabilities. Indeed the Levenshtein algorithm may produce an irrelevant support candidate which have a high bigram probability with another irrelevant support candidate. As a result a support candidate probability equals:
Final normalization consideration can be stated as follows:
The Equation 7 points to probability distribution condition for translations of the q s i . It seems evident that Equation 7 forces p to distribute probability over the candidates in dictionary and the support list. Any other translation that is not presented in such lists gets zero probability. Indeed, coverage of the dictionary plays an important role in the proposed model.
Candidate Selection
Finally, if we define T a translation candidate list, and P T a corresponding probability vector, q t i , the final translation of q s i , is a candidate with highest probability:
Experiments
This section attempts to investigate the validity of the proposed algorithm. Indeed implementation the of MESC algorithm in topics of CLEF 2008 and CLEF 2009 and Hamshahri [1] collection is discussed in the current section.
Experiment Setup
Data Collection Hamshahri is a Persian document collection with 166,774 documents whose average document length equals to 225 terms. This collection has been used as a resource for our retrieval task and computing unigram and bigram probabilities or joint probabilities to be exact. We can use any other large monolingual collection in target language to compute such probabilities.
Tools and Toolkits Lemur toolkit 3 is our retrieval tool and Okapi is selected as a retrieval model [21] . Pseudo relevance feedback has been done as a query expansion phase for all monolingual retrieval runs, the proposed algorithm, and previous works. Probabilities are extracted using SRILM toolkit [22] .
Bilingual Dictionary Regarding comparing the CLIR performance of MESC with the previous methods, proposed algorithm is applied on title parts of the topics in CLEF 2008 and CLEF 2009. Each of them consists of 50 English queries. In addition to Hamshahri we exploit three machine readable bilingual dictionaries:
1. Aryanpour 4 bilingual dictionary which has been used in most of the previous dictionary-based English-Persian CLIR research [2, 9] .
Dictionary of Google
5 and not using its MT. 3. Faraazin 6 and using its available bilingual dictionary. Table 1 shows average number of candidates for each entry of a dictionary or dictionary scales [7] . Aryanpour has almost largest candidate lists. Coverage of dictionaries over topics in CLEF 2008 and CLEF 2009 are equal and the dictionaries' characteristics differ according to their scales and rankings. 
Persian Monolingual Retrieval
Monolingual Persian retrieval is our CLIR task's baseline. Table 2 shows results of the monolingual retrieval runs on the topics in CLEF 2008 and CLEF 2009. 
Top Ranked Candidates vs Pirkola's Structured Query
Most studies such as [7, 9, 2, 3] emphasize on selecting top ranked candidates as translations of a query term. According to [7] selection in such a way could miss some important lower ranked candidates. That is to say adding more candidates to final translation causes the swamping effect [7] or retrieving irrelevant documents to be exact. Consequently it is tradeoff selecting high ranked translations or adding all candidates. Table 3 represents Mean Average Precision (MAP) of the runs using different dictionaries. Proper nouns for all resources has been handled by Google's MT 7 . Google's descending results prove almost reliable rankings for its translations. As a result, adding more candidates may turn retrieval to different subjects. On the other hand there are some improvements after adding more candidates in Aryanpour and Faraazin in some points. In brief, according to the results, important translations are not necessarily provided in high-ranked translations. As [19, 18] state, defining a set of translations for a query term and treating them as instances of a term, can reach reliable weightings. Table 4 shows the results of the INQUERY retrieval runs based on the Aryanpour dictionary and topics in CLEF 2008 and CLEF 2009. The results are relatively better than top ranked selection approach due to resolving the crucial equivalent problem by incorporating all translations. As an important step prior to the INQUERY retrieval run, the proper nouns has been handled by employing Google's MT. 
MESC and Probabilistic Selection Model
As represented in Table 1 Aryanpour has longest candidate lists and the results of top ranked selection approach support the view that it is more difficult to select the best candidate in a high coverage dictionary compared to the lower coverage ones. Nevertheless, having high coverage could benefit the MESC algorithm's performance for the following reasons: firstly, neither the number of candidates nor the ranks of them effect the performance of MESC and secondly containing more crucial equivalents benefit MESC. Table 5 shows the results of applying MESC on the CLEF dataset. Improvements of MESC compared to the INQUERY retrieval system are also presented. A closer look at the results of Fig. 2 presents precision at different levels of recall. As a reason for lower precision in some points for CLEF 2009, we can point to synonym equivalent effect. For instance in query 'Tourist Attractions', for the query term 'Tourist', its transliteration is a correct translation which Aryanpour does not provide. Despite missing such a meaningful candidate, either 'grdSgr' or 'jhângrd' is a trustful translation and both of them have significant usages in similar contexts. The structured query approach considers both of them and the INQUERY retrieval system scores documents based on containing either the former translation or the latter one. Under these circumstances, INQERY has better performance. We can state multi part translations as another reason for degraded precision. In query 'Freight Transport by Rail', the term 'Rail' means railroad. 'râh-âhn' is a most common translation for the query term. In Hamshahri 'râh' and 'âhn' almost always are separated by a space. Missing effective tokenizers in highly inflected languages like Persian, causes MESC to treat such parts as distinct terms. Finding these parts and merging them by a half space benefit the MESC algorithm to compute reliable probabilities.
Conclusions and Future Works
In this research we proposed MESC algorithm, a probabilistic dictionary-based CLIR approach for agglutinative languages. MESC initially provides omitted formations of dictionary candidates using the Levenshtein algorithm and a large monolingual collection. Secondly MESC uses a probabilistic candidate selection model to select most accurate translations. Experimental results of EnglishPersian CLIR runs provide confirmatory evidences in favor of the MESC algorithm against the Pirkola's INQUERY retrieval system. They also support the view that using a bilingual machine readable dictionary with a reliable coverage improves the CLIR performance regardless of considering any rankings. As an important future work we can state considering phrase detection algorithms and applying the proposed MESC locally to extract truthful support candidates.
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